Design of surface active soluble peptide molecules at the air/water interface.
Surface active molecules collect at interfaces and have the potential to be used for water evaporation reduction. The objective of this work is to design surface active soluble peptides that collect at the air/water interface using molecular simulations. Rotational isomeric state Monte Carlo (RISMC) sampling together with a solvation model that we recently invented, the AAD solvation model [Gu, C.; Lustig, S.; Trout, B. J. Phys. Chem. B 2006, 110 (3), 1476-1484] was applied to calculate the adsorption free energy of the peptide molecule at the air/water interface. The results were validated by both molecular dynamics simulations with an explicit solvent model and surface tension measurements on synthesized peptides. It was demonstrated that this approach is able to give a reasonable prediction of surface activity with an approximately 50% hit rate in terms of designed surface active molecules actually being surface active. The relationship between the chemical composition and the surface morphology is also discussed.